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Joint collaboration to research on Trustworthy AI in
the financial domain.
Goal
The goal is to generate more feasible counterfactual
recommendations and explanations.

project
description and
objectives
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Contribution
CEILS (Counterfactual Explanations
as Interventions in Latent Space) has the advantage of
leveraging the underlying causal relations by design
and it can be set on top of standard counterfactual
generators.
In a nutshell
The explanations are found in the latent space of
variables defined by the residuals of an Additive
Noise Model over the input space variables and its
Structural Causal Model.

«What features should I have in order to obtain a
different outcome?»
decision
boundary of
model

Counterfactual
Explanations

“Counterfactual
explanations
without opening the
black box:
Automated decisions
and the GDPR”
Wachter, S.,
Mittelstadt, B., &
Russell, C. (2017).

counterfactual
explanations

instance to be
explained

general formulation of counterfactual
explanations generator

subset of feature
space with plausible
points

Counterfactual
Explanations
«valid» counterfactual

often reframed as
“A survey of
algorithmic
recourse:
definitions,
formulations,
solutions, and
prospects” Karimi et
al. 2021

validity

proximity

plausibility

“recourse can be achieved by an affected
individual if they can understand and
accordingly act to alleviate an unfavorable
situation”

subset of feasible
actions

Counterfactual
Explanations and
Algorithmic
Recourse

in this simple formulation we are assuming

“Actionable recourse
in linear
classification”
Uston et al. 2019

but in general

Karimi, A. H.,
Schölkopf, B., &
Valera, I. (2021).
Algorithmic
recourse: from
counterfactual
explanations to
interventions.

Plausibility constraints: counterfactual explanations
should be “close to” the distribution of observed data.
Feasibility constraints: actions needed to reach a
counterfactual explanation should be feasible.

type of features:

plausibility and
feasibility

immutable: no (reasonable) action can be performed (e.g.
height)
actionable: actions can be performed directly

Karimi, A. H.,
Schölkopf, B., &
Valera, I. (2021).
Algorithmic
recourse: from
counterfactual
explanations to
interventions.

mutable but non-actionable: no direct action can be
performed, but they can vary (e.g. we cannot directly
change our credit rating, but we can do something in
order for it to change)

main problem with
standard
counterfactual
explanations
explanations generated based
on proximity often produce
points that are either hardly
reachable by concrete actions
or too far when actions are
feasible, because they don’t
account for causal impacts and
correlations

some feature (e.g. rating) changes only in
response to changes in other features

instance to be
explained

decision
boundary
action

(e.g. rating)

plausibility and
feasibility

rating is non-actionable, thus
the standard approach provide
a very far explanation

instance to be
explained (factual)

decision
boundary
action

(e.g. rating)

plausibility and
feasibility

but it may be that an action
on X1 triggers a change in
rating as well, effectively
providing a closer
explanation!

Causal models

Causal Graph

What we need:
A Causal graph (DAG) representing the underlying
causal relationships

latent variables: exogenous factors, not
accounted for by predictors

Structural
Causal Model

Structural
Equations

Derive Structural Equations
We derive the Structural Equations by assuming
an Additive Noise Model

Structural
Causal Model

– are learned from data as neural networks (but can
do as well with any model)
– fitting residuals: they represent the latent
variables
We assume causal sufficiency
(no hidden confounders)

<<- assumption

Counterfactual Explanations in Latent Space

Structural Equations

classifier that we want to
explain

CEILS:
Build the model
leveraging the
Structural
Equations F
Unobserved
variables
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Classifier in Latent Space

Observed variables

Target

github.com/FLE-ISP/CEILS

Data

Causal graph

Generation of
structural equations

CEILS:
Counterfactual
Explanations as
Interventions in
Latent Space
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Generation of Model
in latent space
ML model
Counterfactual
generator

Explanation Action

User

github.com/FLE-ISP/CEILS

given the desired instance

to be explained

1. Abduction: compute the latent variable u0
corresponding to x0
2. Action: generate a counterfactual explanation

CEILS:
steps for
Countefactual
recommendations
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in the latent space, i.e. intervene on u in order to get
a valid counterfactual for the model
3. Prediction: translate the new latent point in the
original space

Notice that these are precisely the 3 steps that Judea
Pearl describes for computing counterfactuals in causal
models: this is a bridge between “counterfactual
explanations” and “counterfactuals in causal theory”

github.com/FLE-ISP/CEILS

Total change as soft interventions
With this approach, the action a and the actual change
in the features are connected via the following
equation
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change in the features due
to changes in their
parents, this is what is
missing in the standard
recourse approaches

direct change in the
feature

Experiments

U1

X1
Y

Experiments on
a synthetic
dataset

U2

UY

X2

100,000 samples
Generate counterfactual explanations with:
• Alibi Prototype (correlation preserving)
• CEILS built up on Alibi Prototype

«Intepretable
counterfactual
explanations guided
by Prototypes»
Klaise, Van Looveren
2021

– actionable
– mutable but non-actionable
Alibi Prototype ignores the impact of

on

Examples

Experiments on
a synthetic
dataset
Factual

Classifier
3X2 – X1 – t = 0

Factual

CF proto
CF CEILS

– actionable
– mutable but non-actionable

CF CEILS

CF proto

Classifier
2U1 + 3U2 – t = 0

Private Dataset
Use case: credit lending
~200,000 applications
8 features to determine whether the credit
application is accepted or rejected.

Evaluation>
credit lending

Gender and citizenship: are constrained
to be immutable features (they cannot
change in any way)
Age and bank seniority: can only
increase
Rating: feature non-actionable but that
can vary due to changes in other
variables.

Feature Space: metrics on counterfactual explanations

Evaluation –
Metrics

• Validity: the fraction of generated explanations that
are valid counterfactuals, i.e. that are given a
different outcome 𝑦 with respect to the factual
instance
• Proximity: the distance between the original instance
and the counterfactual explanation (categorical and
continuous variables)
• Sparsity: the number of features that need to change
with respect to the original input
• Distance: L1 distance between counterfactual and
factual observations

Latent Space: metrics on recommended actions
• Cost: L1 norm of the action that has to be done in
order to reach a counterfactual explanation
• Feasibility: the percentage of actions that are
compatible with the feasibility constraints over
features

Evaluation –
Results
→ baseline: rating is effectively immutable
→ CEILS: rating is non-actionable but mutable
(can change due to changes in other features)

Evaluation –
Example
→ baseline: suggests to modify 4 features
→ CEILS: suggests to modify only 2, seniority and
amount, of them with less magnitude respect the
baseline

Counterfactual Explanations as Interventions
in Latent Space (CEILS) pursues a twofold goal:
1. take into account causality in generating
counterfactual explanations and to employ them
to provide feasible recommendations
2. having the important characteristic of being a
methodology easily adaptable on top of existing
counterfactual generator engines.

Summarizing

The experimental results show that there are cases
in which the baseline generator would recommend
explanation completely unfeasible with
respect to the underlying causal structure.
This is a first attempt in the direction of the
ambitious target of providing end users with
realistic explanations, feasible recommendations
and with less effort to gain the desired output in
automatic decision making processes.
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